Generation of mechanical squeezing and entanglement via mechanical modulations.
We discuss the generation of strong stationary mechanical squeezing and entanglement in the modulated two-and three-mode optomechanics. Following the reservoir engineering scheme, the beam-splitter and parametric optomechanical interactions can be simultaneously achieved through appropriately choosing the modulation frequency on mechanical motion, which is essential to strong squeezing and entanglement. In the two-mode modulated optomechanics, squeezing is tunable by the relative ratio of parametric and beam-splitter couplings, and also robust to thermal noise due to the simultaneously optically induced cooling process. In the three-mode modulated optomechanics, strong EPR-type entanglement is also attainable, which can surpass the 3dB limit of nondegenerate parametric interaction. However, the ideal entanglement is impossible since only one of mechanical Bogoliubov modes is cooled by the cavity mode, which also makes the entanglement fragile to the mechanical noise.